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Several projects to inspire the next generation of energy leaders.

Career and technical pathways education or future STEM careers.
ON FEBRUARY 2, 2023, MS. RAMER ADDRESSED STUDENTS ON HOW ENERGY RESOURCES PLAY A KEY ROLE IN GEOPOLITICS AND THE PART THAT ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CAN PLAY IN THE AREAS OF HSE AND FHS HIGH SCHOOLS.

RAMER EXPLAINED TO STUDENTS THAT ENERGY IS POWER. ENERGY CAN FUEL THE PLANT, CHANGE POLITICS, START WARS, AND CAUSE BOUNDARIES TO BE REDRAWN.

HER FIRSTHAND ACCOUNT OF LIFE IN UKRAINE, WHERE THE GEOPOLITICAL CONFLICT HAS CRIPPLED BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE, INTRODUCED STUDENTS AT BOTH SCHOOLS TO A PROJECT-BASED LEARNING PROGRAM THAT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO IMAGINE THEMSELVES DESIGNING AND BUILDING THEIR OWN ALTERNATIVE ENERGY TECH.

Svitlana Ramer, a native Ukrainian woman now living in Indianapolis and cofounder of the Indiana Ukrainian Society.

This program is a collaboration between Maker Youth Foundation & Raineman Solutions and is sponsored by Duke Energy.
As part of the program, students engaged with the Energy Pathway exploration Trailer which contained career specific activities, technology, and equipment to provide early exposure future career and technical pathways.
Students engaged with the Districts Energy Manager reviewing energy data from their home schools and other district buildings. Students helped identify ways the school is using energy and conducted a visual audit of the space to help find potential ways of reducing energy.

Students were given information from the Facilities Department about the operations of the building and the process by which schools can make capital investments to reduce their energy consumption.
Students used kits from KidWind to design, construct, and test wind turbines as part of the engineering process and scientific method.

**Design**
Support a hypothesis and give results in terms of measurable, objective data.

**Contruct**
Carrying out research in an objective and controlled fashion so that precision is maximized.

**Test**
Figuring out what we would expect to observe if an idea was correct and comparing that expectation to what we actually observe.
ENGINEERING PROCESS

- Identifying the problem or need
- Exploring
- Designing
- Creating
- Testing
- Making it Better
WHAT WAS TESTED?

Some students were able to use software to design their blades and print them using a 3d printer!

1. SHAPES OF BLADES
2. NUMBER OF BLADES
3. PITCH OF BLADES
4. MATERIALS OF BLADES
Students studied solar panels by accessing data from a solar power wagon.
Students are planning a trip in April to the Districts' solar arrays located at Sand Creek Elementary and Sand Creek Intermediate.

Learn!
Students will learn about the panels, inverters, electrical panels, electric meters, and switchgear.
Capstone Project

Students will design and calculate a renewable energy system (solar or wind) large enough to power their school. They will then present their information to other students and stakeholders.
Students used breadboards to create basic circuits for resistors and capacitors.
OTHER AREAS OF INDEPENDENT STUDY CONDUCTED BY STUDENTS INCLUDED:

01 Heat Island
02 School Audits
03 Green Roof
04 Radiation vs Conduction Kitchen Equipment
05 Agrivoltaics
Inspire the next generation of energy leaders at Hamilton Southeastern High School and Fishers High School.

**Goal**

- Keynote address by Svitlana Ramer – How energy impacts the world
- Tinker Trailer
- Energy Audit and energy usage study
- KidWind turbine design challenge
- Solar energy study
- Breadboard circuits
- Various other self-directed energy projects

**Activities**

- Formative Evaluation – students provide feedback through the various design and testing
- Summative Evaluation – Final design and presentation given to stakeholders

**Evaluation**

**Partners**

- Duke Energy
- Ameresco
- 1st Maker Space
- Hamilton Southeastern School Corporation
- Dan Mach (FHS) & Courtney Lawhead (HSEHS)